Agenda for PCCAS Recycling Meeting

University of Nevada-Reno-Harry Reid Engineering Building Room 109

October 25, 2016 – 1:00 PM or After Lunch

1) Introductions:

2) Review of Committee Charges from the 2016 PCCAS Conference.
   2.1 Evaluate the Performance of Cold Recycled after at least 2 years of service.
   2.2 Evaluate the Performance of Hot Recycled Pavements in service.
   2.3 Work in conjunction with the Paving/Asphalt Mixture Committee regarding performance of higher RAP/RAS.
   2.4 Evaluate the feasibility of using RAP in slurry mixes.

3) State DOT Updates?
   4.1 Arizona
   4.2 California
   4.3 Oregon
   4.4 Nevada
   4.5 Washington
   4.6 Other Agencies

4) The Use of RAP in Sealcoats: Updates-Open Discussions

5) Don Matthews will give an update on CIR using Foamed Asphalt.

6) Recycling Asphalt Shingles: Updates-Open Discussions

7) Additional Items:

8) Elie Hajj will present a research update on his CIR research work.